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Press feedback on the Voxativ showrooms at the T.H.E. Show 2016
The Absolute Sound

“Neutral and absolutely seamless, the 9.87 (along with Voxativ’s Ampeggio Due) is simply the fullest-range, most
natural-sounding one-way (or augmented one-way) I’ve ever heard. And once you’ve heard a speaker without a
crossover that is this good, it makes everything else sound just the slightest bit cobbled together from parts. [...]
what you are going to get is true point-source imaging and a sound that doesn’t change a jot in timbre from octave
to octave.”
Jonathan Valin
Source: http://www.theabsolutesound.com/articles/the-show-at-newport-beach-loudspeakers-20k-and-up/

Dagogo

“The sound was as good or better than anything at the show at any price. I love single-driver speakers and even with
the bass extender, the sound was that of one of the best single-driver speakers I have ever heard. Again, let me say
this was easily one of the very best sounds of the show.”
Jack Roberts
Source: http://www.dagogo.com/2016-t-h-e-show-newport-beach-report-part-3-mega-systems

Stereophile

“[...] however, whereas before the amplification
was provided by an integrated unit, here it was
a Voxativ Ampeggio preamp with MC phono
($11,900), used with Voxativ 845 monoblock
amplifiers ($17,500), the latter outputting 18W
from their 845 tubes. When some unidentified
singer started puttin‘ down Bill Withers‘ „Ain‘t No
Sunshine,“ I felt that this was the most drive and
oomph I can recall hearing from a really highefficiency speaker: It practically drove itself.“
Sasha Matson
Source: http://www.stereophile.com/content/sasha-show-part-two

Dagogo

“Another unexpected pleasure of this SST review was the stirring of my soul by the partnering of the newly hatched,
Pure Audio Project Trio15 Voxativ speaker. As delightful an experience as that was, my spirit soared when I heard
the Voxativ. My, oh, my, I had not known such things were possible with single driver speakers! If one could distill the
virtues of the electrostatic down to one driver, this would be the result. I sat astonished that a single driver could sift
through so much information and lay it out neatly. The tonality was nothing short of breathtaking!”
Doug Schroeder
Source: http://www.dagogo.com/spread-spectrum-technologies-thoebe-ii-preamplifier-and-son-of-ampzilla-ii-stereo-power-amplifier-review/3
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